
Name: _____________________________________

Chapters 4 - 6

 
  1.   What did the Christmas Knight say would happen to Camelot if 

King Arthur didn’t send more knights to the Otherworld?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
  

____________________________________________________________________________________

  
  2. What was Jack and Annie's quest?  What happened if they failed?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
  

  3. Jack and Annie needed four gifts, what were they?

● __________________________________________________

● __________________________________________________

● __________________________________________________

● ___________________________________________________

  4. How did Jack and Annie get from Camelot to the Otherworld?

a.  a white stag b.  the tree house

c.  Morgan le Fay d.  on foot

  5. What was the first obstacle Jack and Annie faced in order to get into the Otherworld?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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   ANSWER KEY

Chapters 4 - 6

 
  1.   What did the Christmas Knight say would happen to Camelot 

if King Arthur didn’t send more knights to the Otherworld?

The Christmas Knight told King Arthur that if he did not send more 

knights to the Otherworld then all his kingdom had gained over time - 

music, joy, wonder, beauty, and light - would be lost and forgotten forever.

  

  2. What was Jack and Annie's quest?  What happened if they failed?

Jack and Annie must journey to the Otherworld to find the cauldron that is filled with 

the Water of Memory and Imagination.  From that cauldron they must retrieve a cup 

of water and bring it back to Camelot.  If they fail Camelot will never come back to life.

  

  3. Jack and Annie needed four gifts, what were they?

● a gift from the Christmas Knight (the cloak)

● a cup

● a compass

● a key

  4. How did Jack and Annie get from Camelot to the Otherworld?  b

a.  a white stag b.  the tree house

c.  Morgan le Fay d.  on foot

  5. What was the first obstacle Jack and Annie faced in order to get into the Otherworld?

The first obstacle Jack and Annie faced was trying to figure out how to get beyond the iron 

gate, past the two armed knights.
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